Iranian beet necrotic yellow vein virus (BNYVV): pronounced diversity of the p25 coding region in A-type BNYVV and identification of P-type BNYVV lacking a fifth RNA species.
Beet necrotic yellow vein virus (BNYVV) was detected in 288 of the 392 samples collected in Iran. A-type BNYVV was detected most frequently. The p25 coding region on BNYVV RNA-3 was amplified by RT-PCR and sequenced. Nine different variants of the highly variable amino acid tetrad at positions 67-70 of p25 were identified, i.e. ACHG, AHHG, AYHG, ALHG, AFHR, AFHG, AHYG, VLHG and VHHG. These are more different tetrad variants than have been reported from any other country. The first three variants were found most commonly. In 23 out of the 288 BNYVV-positive samples, we detected P-type BNYVV that had previously been identified only in France, Kazakhstan and recently in the UK. Surprisingly, none of these samples contained the fifth RNA species usually associated with P-type BNYVV in other countries. As in other BNYVV P-type sources, the p25 amino acid tetrad in positions 67-70 of the Iranian P-type consists of SYHG.